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w	 ABSTRACT
A significant percentage of high-bypass-rati.) turbofan engine performance
deterioration is caused by an increase in operating clearance between fan/
compressor and turbi ie blades and their outer air seals. These increased
clearances result from rubs irldueed by a combination of engine power tran-
sients and aircraft flight loads. An analytical technique for predicting the ef-
fect of' quasi-steady state aircraft [light loads on engine performance deteriora-
tion has been developed and is presented. Thrust, aerodynamic and inertia
loads are considered. Analytical results are shown and compared to actual
engine test experience.
INTRODUCTION
The current and projected high cost of fuel for gas turbine engines placer,
a premiun ► on incorporation of design features which increase the operating
efficiency of aircraft propulsion systems. One such feature, universally
recognized to be of major importance, is the maintenance of tight operating
clearances between static and rotating components of flow-path seals. In
practice, this is difficult to accomplish since the individual seal components
and their supporting structures experience wide excursions in temperatures,
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.,
rotational speeds, and other loadings at different Points in the flight cycle.
Thee conditions give rise to relative deflections that can lead to contact,
wear, and increased cicarance ,; between scat partti 	 F:a ► • IN, gas turbine en-
gines accounted for thc,e time-varying loads and associated dcllections as
part (if the standard design process, and attempts were made to tune rotor
and case growths such that tight clearances would occur during steady-state
operatio n without ini roducing damaging rubs dur ing transient conditions such
as takeoll ;Ind landing	 In view of the ready availability of inexpensive fuel
and other factors. designs %hich suffered a loss of a few percent in efficiency
after a year or twn in wrviee were considered adequate at that time.
'roday's situation is quite different, as a consequence of two factors.
first, I'uel costs haVe nu ► re than doubled and arc expected to continue to rise.
Second, higher bypas s ratio engines with their lightweight, flexible structures
are more susceptible to structural debw mat ions Miicli can cause tight seal
clearances to be increased by rubs.
This paper describes progress tha! has been made toward development of
a comprchcnsive ana1vtical procedure for predicting the effects of flight loads
on ga-c turhine performance deterioration The flight loads considered are
steady - state aerodynamic, and steady-stale inertia loads including gyroscopic
moments on the rotors resulting from aircraft pitch and yaw motions. hiter-
nal engfnc loads due to thrust, thermal loads, and engine thrust reverse '#)ads
produced during engine operation are also included m the procedure.
The damage mcclu mism considered is wear of flow -path outer air seals
due to interference of rotating (blade tip) and stati(mary (rub strip) seal com-
ponent. Wear behavior of inner air sear is more complex and has been
omitted from the current model Othcr mechani mis such a ,; erosion and con-
tan ► ination which decrease engine efficiency mote graduatl\ thmi seal rums
have also been excluded, At this paint, the model as ,^umcti ilmt the loads vary
;1
slowly with time and are treated as static, Extension of the model to include
dynamic citects is to process.
The analvtical pincedure (1) described above has hcen applied in detail by
1 ,	Pratt & Whitnt, v Aircraft 	WA) tot he•IT!tlt-7 engine in the 7 .17 airplane nacelle.
Conditions which have been t rcated include the production engine acceptance test,
the uirpl::ne flight accept:u ►ce test, :uuf an idealized representation of rcvenut-
service. Flight loads for th( , airplane acceptance test and revenut , service
insulations were provided b^- tlic liocing Commercial Airplan-L-Compam '11C'AC).
ANALYTICAL MODEL
The basis for the 1110ticl i^ tilt , fact that engine performance is strongly
dulwildent o ►i gas-path heal clearances. In essence, tilt , model provides a
vehicle for predicting blade tip rub damage caused by structural deformations
Which occur during Ilight operation and rt-latesthecorrespotufingt-nl:u • ged seal
clearances to increases in engine thrust specific furl consumption (I'SFC),
1'hc t► uodcl is used to compute the change in TSFC that t't-sults fro ►n the
rccfuence of events which defines an engine flight profile or mission. A Riven
flight profile is broken down into a number of short segments, called time
points, for cchich airplane and engine operating conditions are known. Inter-
nal and external I'light loads that act at each time point give rise to structural
deflections which may or may not exceed tilt- local gap between static and ro-
tating seal components. When an interference (rule) is found to occur, damage
to both blade tips and rub strips is calculated and added to the clearances
available for succeeding tine points. After all time points in a given flight
profile have been considered. average clearance changes for all stages are
computed and combined with performance influence coefficients to produce
ATSFC valut-s for standard steady-state engine operalw o, conditions such as
(1) Jay, A. and Todd, E. S. , "Effect of Steady Flight Loads on JT9D-7
Perfornt:utce Deterioration," NA'S'A C11-135407, Aug. 1978, pp. 9- 15.
k
4sea-level takeoff and cruise. The sequence of steps required to arrive at a
solution are shown schematically in figure I and are discussed in more de-
tail below.
'..	 Flight Profile Definition
The starting point for all deterioration predictions due to flight loads is a
description of the sequence of operating conditions or events which comprise
an engine omission or flight profile.
The flight prOHIC is divided into a series of aircraft operating conditions
(startup, taxi, takeoff, climb, cruise, descent approach, landing, and shut-
down), characterized by combinations of aircral't and engine operating param-
eters (gross weight, altitude, Alach number, rotor speeds, temperatures,
pressures, and flows). These parameters are then used in subsequent aerody-
namic, thermodynamic, and structural analyses. Aerodynamic and inertial
loads acting on the engine at these conditions have been developed by BOAC
and are used as input to the analytical model. A description of how these
loads were developed is found in reference 1.
Attention has been primarily focused on the airplane acceptance test
flight (Table 1) chiefly because the profile is well defined and reasona!)1N , con-
trolled. Ground tests and fleet service which precede and follow the flight
acceptance test, respectively, have also been included but in a less rigorous
fashion. In the simulation of the 747 service experience, it was necessary to
change the flight acceptance test profile to include only those maneuvers which
are typical of a revenue flight. Airplane stall checks are not part of a 747
revenue flight, so those time points were deleted.
Since the maximum loads encountered during revenue service flights will
ultimately exceed the loads experienced by the airplane during flight accep-
tance testing, a method of accounting for maximum flight loads experienced
as a function of flight cycles was necessary. Accordingly, BCAC provided
5lund L-m-ecdance curves for aerodynamic cowl loads and gravitational loads for
various nu1111)ers of flight cecle ,4 Load exccedanec data for pitch and ^ aw
rates was provided by P&WA. 'These exceedance curves, were then used as in-
put t o, the NASTRAN anal y tical model to predict perim , manee deterioration of
the JT9D engine in the 7 .17 airplane.
Axis y m metric Loads and DeAections
Temperature, pressure, and centrifugal force fields plae an important
role in dett`rmilling mtvroal Kcal clearances. A convenient feature of thi, set
of forces is the common assumption that circumferential variations in these
fields are small and, for the purposes of deflection analvsis, can be neglected.
Another characteristic is that each field varies appreciable m response to
changes in power level and requires a transient analysis for proper represen-
tation. Specialized computational procedures have been developed to perform
the secondarY flow, heat transfer, and other analyses that define temperature,
pressure, and rotor speed time histories for desired flight profiles. These
loads are input to axisymmetrlc structural analysis programs which generate
corresponding histories of relative deflections (gap closures) between static
and rotating components of the gas-path seals (fig. 2-A). C:omnination of the
axis. ninietric closures "Ith values for the initial build clearances (cold gap.,,
also assumed to be uniform) then provides the running clearances as functions
of time. These clearances art , called baseline clearances since they indicate
tic gaps available for accommodation of additional deflections clue to external
11 iglu loads
Asymmetric Loads and Deflections
The second set of structural deformations is related to loads which are not
uniformly distributed With respect to the engine centerline,	 the set
arises from external motions or restraints imposed by the t'light environment
and is composed of inlet air loads, inertial loads (C and gyro), thrust, and
k__
Gthrust reverse loads. Asymmetric cowl loads occur as pressure distributions
around the inlet k%hich is bolted to the engine (fig. 3). The contribution of
these loads to the performance deterioration problem presents a greater chal-
lence than N% , as the case for the previous group. The loads produce asymme-
ti is deflections (fig, 2-1)) which n ► ay be decomposed into symmetric (fig, 2- C)
and antisymniOric components (fig. - I3) for ease: of analysis. This aspect
allows only a hall' finite element n ► odcl of the JT9D-7 to be used with proper
symmetric or antisym metric boundary conditions applied at the symmetry
plane (Vertical {Mane through tilt ,
 engine centerline). 'These loads produce
axial and circumferential variations in engine case deformations that differ
sigpificamly fron patterns %%h ► ch can he prelieted Keith the classical Iwam
n ► odel approach. In order to allow for case ovalization, local distortion
around thrust pickups caul mount points, and other shell-like effects, a more
complex representation than the beam theory is required. Mile some suc-
cess in dealing with ovalization effects has been achieved with shell-of-
revolution f01'11111111tiOnS, only the finite element method has been found to
provide the modeling flexibility required to obtain accurate deflection solu-
tions. Tho NASTRAN finite element model of a flight-dressed JT9D-7 engine
a% ailable frow earlier studies (2) was adopted for description of asymtnetric
,Structural dellection'3.
NASTRAN Structur: ► 1 Model
The NASTRAN structural model wac jointly developed hY P&WA and I;CAC
and began\^ith an identification of below-the- wing propulsion system substruc-
tures, \\hick were provided by cash party. Since primary emphasis in the
(2) White, J. L. and Todd, E. S., "Norn ► al Modes Vibration Analysis of
the J'T9D /747 Propulsion System," J. Aircraft, vol. 15, no. 1, Jan. 197tt,
pp . 28-32.
I
Ludy was on behavior of the engine, the wins; was not iricludc.d.
Substructure iaterfacer were chosen %% , here subassemblies were nlech-
.in ► cally joined (i.e., mount points, 11miges. etc ► 	 hetnilcd finite-clement
Models of the engine Mati; structure (case and bearing support frames),
rotors, and thrust yoke were provided by P&, WA. Rotors were modeled as
;rams with discrete masses input directly. BCAC provided thc inlet, strut.
and t ailconc models,
Secotidary htructural components Jfan and core co%Nl-,, fan anci turbine
reversers, and stator asscinbliesy, accessories. and plumbing were included
as discrete or distributed masses as appropriate to bring the niay s proper-
ties of the model to within 5 percent of the actual hardware. The final static
model consisted of eight substructures with approximately 11,000 freedoms
as shosti rs in figure 4,
Clearance Increases and Resulting ATSFC
In order to reduce the labor and tinie required to manipulate the output
dat:s Irom the NASTRAN program to obtain ATSFC values for vnrious night
profiler, a computer program N'as C01IStruCted to interface with the NASTRAN
program. This program computes, for all engine stages, the clearance in-
creases and performance deterioration \\hich result from flight lead-induced
deflections calculated by the NASTRAN program.
The process by which structural deflections are translated into blade-tip/
rub-strip damage (local interference) is nchematically indicated in figure 5.
As already seen (fi . 1), thc procedure involves calculation~ for a sequence
of time points selected from the given flight profile. For each time potilt,
the effects of axisymmetric loads (baseline clearances), offset grinds, and
rub damage from previous time points are first combined to establish the cir-
cumferential variation of clearance that is available for accommodation of
nonaxisymmetric structural deformations (fig. 5-A), Asymmetric. rotor/case
Ndeflections are then introduced (fig. 5-11), and when the relative closures ex-
ceed the a: nilable gap, the extent of rub damage is recorded (fit; 5-C). In
general, tilt , damage occurs in two forms: circumferentially uniform wear of
thu Wade tips, and local (errscent shape , ' machining of the rub strip. The
trade-off between blade-tip/rub- strip damage is dictated by the characturis-
tles of the contacting materials and appears in the model through parameters
called abradability factors (figs. 1 and 5). Values are assigned to these pa-
rameters on the basis of experimentaliv determined volume wear ratios for
each material pair involved. Then increased clearancer', caused by shortened
blades and the worn rub strip arc, in turn, carried forward to appear as in-
creased initial clearances for the next time point. At the end of the cycle,
the accumulated damage for each rub strip is circumferennally averaged and
added to the accumulated blade-tip wear to provide the average clearance in-
crease for each stage.
The final step to be taken involves conversion of permanent clearance
changes for the total cycle to increases in TSFC under standard performance
conditions. This is accomplished by simply summing the contributions from
each stage, or,
ATSFC =	 P  C 
All stages (x =- 1 through x = 21)
where
P 	 performance influene-, coefficient for a stage
C 	 average clearance change for the stage
Influence coefficient ,, which are unique to :i Imi ocular engine model have
been developed for the JT!)D-7 engine. These coefficients relate blade-tip/
rub-strip average damage to performance loss (OTSFC).
9ItES1 AIS
Predicted !(kill Damage
Results achieved by computer simulation of the JT9D-7/747 airplane accep-
tance test are shown iii `fable 2, for the outboard side of the siniulatrd engine
only. Predicted values of local damage oce l .r primarily in the fan, low-
pressure compressor, and high- and loW-p1'esal1 1-e turbines, with only mini-
nial damage in the high-pressure compressor, Fan stage damage is primarily
sidewise clue to the effect of airplane pitch up or clown which causes the rotors
to move laterally (,gyroscopic effect). Similar calculations were performed
for 150, 1000, and :1000 I'lights.
:stage average damages for the various flight cycles, due to the quasi-
steady flight loads, are shown in 'fable :3. 'These values are obtained by cir-
cumferentially averaging the local values. The average claniage is .inearly
converted to ATSFC using performance inilucncc coefficients. Such analy-
tically predicted values are shown at the bottom of Table 3 for static lira-level
takeoff conditions.
Short-Term Deterioration
tihort-term deterioration is that performance deterioration Which occurs
in an end ine due to degradation of tight clearances, as experienced early in
the engine cyclic: life. This life includes both the flight acceptance test and
the early revenue service flight cycles. Early degradation, as previously
mentioned, is believed to be due primarily to the effect of flight leads on
blade-tip/rub-strip interferences.
A comparison of predicted circunife rent ial average rub damages versus
available data on average actual measured values for a service engine (3) is
(:t) Bouchard, It. J., Beyerly, W. It., and Sallee, G. P., "Short-Term
Performance Deterioration in JT9D-7A (SP) Engine 69574:3," NASA C11-
1354:31, Sept. 1978.
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shimn in Table i. !n this case, the predictions for 150 flights are compared
to actual values after 141 flights, The couiparimon sho.%s good agreement fnr
approximatt-ty 50 percent of the engine stages. For one stage - the fan stage -
good agreement is s{hmvil in a comparison of measured and calculated circum-
ferential values, as shown in fig,tire 6. For the other stages, circumferential
rub damage distributions do not compare satisfactorily.
The NASTRAN predicted values of the change in static 6ea-level takeoff
TSFC, after the first flignt and after 150 flights, are plotted in figure 7 against
actual data on short-term deterioration. The excellent agreement of the data
tcr►dh, to conk rns that short-term deterioration is primarily a function of loari-
induced changes in seal clearances.
Long-Term Deterioration
The analyticall y predicted changes; in TSFC for 1, 150, 100, and 300o,	 c
flights (!'able a) are compared tc. a Aual 7 .17 fleet experience in figure S. The
predicted deterioration results based on quasi-steady flight loads only are lower
than the fleet average values. The remaining; TSFC deterioration is attributable
to erosion, surface roughness, thermal distortions, and dynamic load effects
not accounted for in the model. The significant trend observed, however, is
that loads are a contributing factor to long-term deterioration as well as
short-terns deterioration.
Effects of Various Load Types on Performance Deterioration
Using; the analytical procedure, the contribution of the various types of
flight loads (thrust, aerodynamic, gravitational, and gyroscopic) to engine
performance deterioration was explored Table 5 sho\%, the results of this
effort after the engine has undergone 150 ilights.
The contribution of 1hrust to aclditinnal damage is zero. The explanation
for this is that during the production acceptance test an engine is run to higher
thrust levels than it would ordinarily encounter in the flight acceptance test or
service. Any dawag;e occurring; due to thrust alone occurs during; the produc-
tion acceptance test "ith no further dan ► age in the f"ght acceptance test or reve-
nue service flights duce to thrust only, luring; operation, thrust contr butes to
clu.ure but there is enough wailable c'learanc c Owevious dawage, baseline
clearance, and offset grinds) to prevent additional da ► nage due tothrust alone.
Air loads contribute heavily to overall engine deterioration. In this
case, for 150 flights. air leads account for approximately 90 percent of the
overall "loads contribution" to deterioration. Gravitational (G) loadings
effect only the tNko high-pressure turbine stages from a dan ► ag;e standpoint.
'these stages contribute to the overall deterioration of the engine by approxi-
mately 7 percent of the ATSFC. Gyroscopic loadings primarily nffect the
fan stage of the engine from the standpoint of dEmag;e, because the fan is a
massive overhung; stage with large rotary inertia. In terms of deterioration,
the effects of gyro loadings atllol ► nt to approximately ,3 percent of the total
ATSFC.
CONCL USIONS
An analytical procedure for assessing the effects of the flight loads on
engine performance deterioration has been developed and applied to predict
changes in TSFC for the JT913-7/797 installation. Good correlation hetween
predicted and observed values for OTSFC confirm the basic assuu ► ptian the ► t
load-induced seal ► 'uhs have a predominant effect on short-term perform-
ance deterioration. Results also indicate that such loads are contributors to
long-term deterioration.
The analytical procedure provides for the detailed description of loads
and deflections as they vary with time for arbitrary flight profiles and there-
by permits the effects of individual loads to be isolated for eva:uation. Fo ► '
the 797/JT9D-7 propulsion system, studies of this kind indicate that air
loads (inlet lift) are the dominant factor; inertia loads (G and gyro) are of
ii
1:
secondary importance, and thrust loads do not alone contribute to perform-
ance looses after the production engine acceptance test.
Usc.ulness of the procedure its a diagnostic tool lot- understarnling the ma-
r
for caus e of early performance deterioration (rub-induced clearance changes)
has been dcmonmtrat, :;. This procedure is also going used to study and Com-
pare concepts for minimizing engine performance deterioration. These con-
cepts include: engine design features such Ps mounts, case stiffening, opti-
c
	
	
niuni bearing placement and active Clearance control, and installutkon (Ic.sigu
features to relieve engine load".
!Further refinement of the ana11'tical procedure will ')c accomplished in
the future by incorporating the results of a dynamic loads analysis and a steady-
state load test program on a JT9U flight engine using X-ray techniques along
with laser proxin ity probes to measure stage clearances changes.
NOMENCLATURE
Cx	averal	 '-arance change for stage x
G	 grp• y, gravitational field
tl;`.;	 high-pressure compressor
NPT	 high-pressure turbine
I.PC	 low••pres-^ure compressor
LPT	 loco-pressure turbine
M,	 Mach number
performance influence coefficient for stage x
SSLTO	 steady sea-level takeoff
TSFC	 thrust specific fuel consumption
V s	airplane stall velocity
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Figure 2. - Illustrative case deflections.
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Figure 3. - JT9D-7 pressure loads. Flight test condition 101 max takeoff).
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Figure 7.	 Short term deterioration.
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